Campbell Hall Replacement construction update
June 11, 2014

Below is an update for the Campbell Hall Replacement construction project. Special notices will also be sent as needed. Please consider that all construction projects are subject to scheduling intricacies that can result in day-to-day changes in planned events.

* Site work is underway including demolition of temporary concrete, underground utility installation, excavation and offhaul, grading and eventually paving and planting. Noisy activity in the area is expected continue into July.

* Roofing continues.

* Exterior window installation is complete; finishing work around the windows continues.

* Lights and fans are being installed in the upper levels of the building.

* Interior finish work is underway in the areas that were blocked by the temporary lift.

* Interior concrete floors are being finished and polished; each level’s floors are expected to take two weeks. Polishing is currently taking place on the second and third floors. Once the concrete work is done other flooring, including carpet, will be installed.

OTHER NEARBY CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION
* A project to restore the Campanile Esplanade is underway. Sather Tower will remain open but the Esplanade will be closed for the summer.

* Utility vault covers on the south and east sides of Evans Hall are being replaced.

* A project to repair the roof and terraces of Stephens Hall began last week.

* Installation of a new underground sewer line between Moses and Stephens Hall is scheduled to take place later this summer.

SAFETY
Please respect direction given by flaggers or other construction personnel. The safety of everyone traveling and working in the area is critical.

Pedestrians: please stay on sidewalks and use crosswalks. Do not walk in the road, especially along the construction fence.

Cyclists: Please ride at appropriate speeds and follow the established vehicle flow.

Drivers: Please drive at appropriate speeds and follow the established vehicle flow. Note that Oppenheimer Way is one-way only, north bound.

Please park in designated spaces only; vehicles left elsewhere, even for ‘just a minute’ can create safety hazards for pedestrians and/or other vehicles and may block emergency access paths.
Questions or concerns about the Campbell Hall replacement project should be addressed to Christine Shaff, UC Berkeley Facilities Services, at 643-4793 or cshaff@berkeley.edu